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The circular, double-stranded 8-kb DNA genome of papillomaviruses (PVes) consists mainly of 4 large genes, E1, E2,
L2, and L1. Approximately 150 papillomavirus genomes have been sequenced to date. We analyzed a representative
sample of 53 PVes genomes using maximum likelihood, Bayesian inference, maximum parsimony, and distance-based
methods both on nucleotide (nt) and on amino acid (aa) alignments. When the 4 genes were analyzed separately, aainferred phylogenies contradicted each other less than nt-inferred trees (judged by partition homogeneity tests). In
particular, gene combinations including the L2 gene generated significant incongruence (P , 0.001). Combined analyses
of the remaining genes E1–E2–L1 produced a well-supported phylogeny including supertaxon b þ c þ p þ n-PVes
(infecting Artiodactyla, Carnivora, Primates, and Rodentia) and supertaxon j þ k þ l þ m þ r-PVes (infecting
Carnivora, Lagomorpha, Primates, and Rodentia). Based on the tree topology, host-linked evolution appears plausible at
shallow, rather than deeper, taxonomic levels. Diversification within PVes may also involve adaptive radiation
establishing different niches (within a single-host species) and recombination events (within single-host cells).
Heterogeneous groups of closely related PVes infecting, for example, humans and domestic animals such as hamster,
dog, and cattle suggest multiple infections across species borders. Additional evolutionary phenomena such as strong
codon usage preferences, and computational biases including reconstruction artifacts and insufficient taxon sampling,
may contribute to the incomplete resolution of deep phylogenetic nodes. The molecular data globally supports a complex
evolutionary scenario for PVes, which is driven by multiple mechanisms but not exclusively by coevolution with
corresponding hosts.

Introduction
Papillomaviruses (PVes) infect stratified squamous
epithelia of warm-blooded animals. Targets of the infection
are undifferentiated keratinocytes in the basal cell layer.
The progression of the virus infection depends on keratinocyte differentiation (Bedell et al. 1991; Doorbar 2005;
Egawa 2005). A major interest for papillomavirus (PV)
research arises from the causal association of individual
types with cervical cancer and their potential for malignant
transformation in mucosal tissue. Moreover, some PVes are
associated with benign cutaneous lesions and probably with
nonmelanoma skin cancer (zur Hausen 2000; Pfister 2003;
Nindl et al. forthcoming).
In the past years, the available number of complete PV
genome sequences has increased substantially and comprises nearly 150 GenBank entries (November 2006).
The PV genome is a single molecule of double-stranded
DNA and comprises approximately 8,000 bp. Eight welldefined open reading frames (ORFs) are encoded, which
are all transcribed from the same DNA strand with the same
orientation. The translated proteins are classified as ‘‘early’’
(E) and ‘‘late’’ (L) based on their temporal expression. They
include 3 regulatory genes involved in transcription and
replication (E1, E2, and E4), 3 oncogenes (E5, E6, and
E7), and 2 genes coding for self-assembling proteins that
give rise to the viral capsid (L1 and L2; Münger and Howley 2002). The complete L1 gene, or fragments of it, is commonly used for detecting PV infections and for typing
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PVes. For this reason, PV systematics have traditionally
been inferred from the L1 gene, defining clear-cut nucleotide (nt) identity thresholds for the delimitation of higher
taxonomic units such as ‘‘species’’ and ‘‘genera’’ (de Villiers
et al. 2004; Bernard 2005).
PVes have been isolated from birds, marsupials, and
placental mammals and are generally considered to be
highly specific for their hosts. However, bovine PVes are
able to cause nonproductive infections in horses and other
only distantly related mammals (Thomas et al. 1964;
Lancaster et al. 1977; Pfister et al. 1981; Trenfield et al.
1985; Otten et al. 1993; Chambers et al. 2003). Many viral
taxa such as Alphapapillomavirus (a-PVes), Deltapapillomavirus (d-PVes), and Lambdapapillomavirus (k-PVes)
roughly correspond to their mammalian host taxa, namely
Primates, Artiodactyla, and Carnivora (Bernard et al. 1994;
Myers et al. 1994; Chan et al. 1995; Farmer et al. 1995; de
Villiers et al. 2004; Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005). Furthermore, phylogenetic clusters of PV variants are congruent
with the geographic origin, at least in some human PV
(HPV) types such as HPV-16 and HPV-18 (Chan et al.
1992; Ho et al. 1993; Ong et al. 1993; Yamada et al.
1997; Arias-Pulido et al. 2005; Prado et al. 2005). This
has led to the general assumption that ‘‘host-linked evolution’’ (Chan et al. 1995, 1997) is the driving force for the
diversification of PVes (Halpern 2000; Bernard et al. 2006).
However, the evolutionary mechanisms of PVes are
more complex. For example, infections across species borders termed zoonoses (WHO Expert Committee 1982) may
have contributed to the evolution of PVes (Myers et al.
1996; Rector, Van Doorslaer, et al. 2005; Gottschling
et al. 2007). In addition, phylogenetic inconsistencies between early and late genes have been identified for some
groups in the a-PVes (Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005; Narechania
et al. 2005). This group includes cervical cancerassociated human PVes (HPVes) and accounts for more
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than half of the complete PV genomes in GenBank. Evolutionary incongruence might arise from singular events in
the past such as recombination, the establishment of new
ecological niches, and/or asymmetric genome convergences driven by intense selection (Narechania et al. 2005;
Varsani et al. 2006). However, well-supported contradicting
tree topologies between early and late genes have not been
found for Betapapillomaviruses (b-PVes) (Gottschling
et al. 2007), which represent another important and diverse
PV clade. This may indicate that concerted evolution of
early and late genes is the rule in PVes.
Knowledge about viral evolution is still relatively poor
compared with living organisms. However, a broad range
of bioinformatics tools has been applied to analyze the complete PV genome (or at least properly alignable regions of
it) during the past 2 years. The computation of confidence
values for internal nodes allows for well-substantiated
phylogenetic conclusions (Chen et al. 2005; Rector, Van
Doorslaer, et al. 2005; Schiffman et al. 2005). Appropriate
outgroup choice enables the evaluation of evolutionary polarity in PVes (Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005; Narechania et al.
2005; Gottschling et al. 2007). Nonetheless, a comprehensive scenario of evolution and phylogenetic relationships
within PVes has not yet been developed, especially with
respect to the basal nodes of the tree. The usage of high
performance computing techniques and platforms in
combination with advanced maximum likelihood (ML)
search algorithms such as RAxML (Stamatakis et al. 2005;
Stamatakis 2006b) enables thorough ML-based phylogenetic
analyses including a sufficiently large amount of 1,000
bootstrap replicates.
In this study, we aim to identify those PV sequences
that perturb the reconstruction of a concerted phylogeny
and to choose the optimal set of suitable genes for phylogenetic inference. We have calculated ML bootstrap values
and compared them with alternative phylogenetic methods
and criteria including Bayesian inference, maximum parsimony (MP), and distance-based methods. Partition homogeneity tests (PHTs) quantify, how and whether distinct
individual genes can be combined into multigene alignments in order to infer a consensus phylogeny. We have
applied various techniques to achieve the best-possible reduction of reconstruction artifacts. By application of these
techniques, we provide the best-supported phylogenetic
tree of PVes so far. It might serve as a basis for improved
classifications, outgroup choice for internal phylogenetic
analyses, and critical time estimates in future studies.
Our results support a multicausal scenario of PV evolution
including host-linked evolution, recombination, possible
transmission across species borders, and potential adaptive
radiation events acting together under mutual influence.
Materials and Methods
For each of the genes (E1, E2, L2, and L1), a representative set of 53 sequences covering the currently known diversity of PVes (table 1) was manually aligned at the amino
acid (aa) level and back-translated into codon-aligned nt
sequences with Se-Al v2.0a72 (Rambaut 2001). In order
to eliminate positions that may not be homologous, or that
may have been saturated by multiple substitutions, the

alignments of the 4 genes were separately processed
with GBlocks (Castresana 2000; supplementary table S1,
Supplementary Material online) using the following settings: maximum number of contiguous nonconserved positions, 50; minimum length of a block, 10; allowed gap
positions, ‘‘half’’ (‘‘all’’ for the highly divergent L2 gene sequences). The 3rd-codon position was excluded from all
nt analyses in order to avoid evolutionary bias and random
phylogenetic clusters and to minimize perturbing effects
by convergent evolution at the codon level (Ong et al.
1997). The region of the E4 gene that overlaps with
the E2 gene was also excluded from the analysis because
it was not possible to reliably align this gene. Final data
matrices are available at http://icwww.epfl.ch/;stamatak/
index-Dateien/material/Alignment-Data.zip.
The ‘‘complete genome’’ matrix comprising the concatenated E1–E2–L2–L1 sequences was partitioned into
the 4 genes (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online) in order to investigate previously reported divergent gene evolution in PVes (Bravo and Alonso 2004;
Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005; Narechania et al. 2005). PHTs
(Farris et al. 1994) as implemented in PAUP* version
4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) were performed under the MP criterion with 1,000 replicates and heuristic search by random
sequence in addition with 10 replicates. The tests investigated the support for the null hypothesis of congruence,
and values P  0.001 were considered as indicators for significant incongruence between the partitions (Cunningham
1997). We calculated PHT values using both aa and nt data
for all 6 possible combinations of gene pairs. For each partition, an individual phylogenetic analysis was performed.
Trees were rooted using the 2 known complete bird PV sequences based on a previous E1 tree topology (Garcı́aVallvé et al. 2005).
ML-based phylogenetic analyses were conducted using the parallel Message Passing Interface (MPI) version of
RAxML-VI-HPC (Stamatakis 2006b; freely available at
http://icwww.epfl.ch/;stamatak). The analyses were executed on the Infiniband cluster at the Technical University
of Munich (www.lrr.in.tum.de/Par/arch/infiniband), which
is equipped with 136 AMD Opteron processors. Initially,
the best-scoring aa substitution model was determined by
optimizing branch lengths and model parameters on a fixed
random stepwise addition sequence MP RAxML starting
tree under the 20 distinct aa substitution models currently
implemented in the program. Parameters were optimized on
a fixed MP tree because ML model parameters do not
change significantly when optimized on a reasonable
(i.e., nonrandom) tree (Yang 1996). For L2, the best-scoring aa model was WAG þ F þ C (WAG with empirical
base frequencies and the C model of rate heterogeneity;
Whelan and Goldman [2001]) and rtREV þ F þ C (rtREV
with empirical base frequencies and the C model of rate
heterogeneity; Dimmic et al. [2002]) for the E1, E2, and
L1 genes (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material
online).
For DNA analyses, we used the GTR þ C model of nt
substitution (with 4 discrete rate categories) because
RAxML only provides GTR þ C and the GTR þ CAT approximation (Stamatakis 2006a) of rate heterogeneity for nt
data. The rationale for this is that the shape of the topology

Name

Taxonomy
(de Villiers
et al. 2004)

HPV-2

A4

HPV-18

A7

HPV-16

A9

HPV-6

A10

CCPV

A10

Pan troglodytes (Blumenbach, 1775)
(Hominidae, Primates)

Focal epithelial hyperplasia-like disease Not specified

NC_001838
(AF020905)

PCPV

A10
A12

Focal epithelial hyperplasia-like
disease in oral cavity
Penile squamous cell carcinoma

Zoological garden,
not specified
United States

X62844

RhPV-1
HPV-54

A13

Pan paniscus (Schwartz, 1929)
(Hominidae, Primates)
Macaca mulatta (Zimmermann, 1780)
(Cercopithecidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)

not specified

HPV-5

B1

Penile Buschke-Löwenstein tumour
coexisting with Condylomata
acuminata of 50-year-old man
Flat wart from EV patient

Poland

HPV-9

B2

Flat wart from EV patient

Poland

HPV-49

B3

Pooled flat warts

Poland

HPV-92

B4

Australia

HPV-4

G1

Basal cell carcinoma of
89-year-old man
Wart from EV patient

HPV-48

G2

HPV-50

G3

HPV-60

G4

EEPV

D1

RPV

D1

DPV

D2

Host
Homo sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)

H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
Alces alces (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Cervidae, Artiodactyla)
Rangifer tarandus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Cervidae, Artiodactyla)
Odocoileus virginianus
(Zimmermann, 1780)
(Cervidae, Artiodactyla)

Biopsy

Country

Pooled DNA from warts of
different patients
Cervical cancer

Not specified
Brazil

Invasive cervical carcinoma

Europe

Condyloma acuminata

Not specified

Not specified

Squamous cell carcinoma of the
hand of immunosuppressed
36-year-old woman
Actinic keratosis from EV patient

Not specified

Keratinous plantar cyst

Japan

Epithelial layer of cutaneous warts

Sweden

Epithelial layer of a cutaneous
fibropapilloma
Pooled fibromas of
females

Sweden

Poland

CT, United States

GenBank
Accession
Numbers
NC_001352
(X55964)
NC_001357
(X05015)
NC_001526
(K02718)
NC_001355
(X00203)

NC_001678
(M60184)
NC_001676
(U37488)
NC_001531
(M17463)
NC_001596
(X74464)
NC_001591
(X74480)
NC_004500
(AF531420)
NC_001457
(X70827)
NC_001690
(U31789)
NC_001691
(U31790)
NC_001693
(U31792)
NC_001524
(M15953)
AF443292
NC_001523
(M11910)

References
Orth et al. (1977);
Hirsch-Behnam et al. (1990)
Boshart et al. (1984);
Cole and Danos (1987)
Seedorf et al. (1985)
Gissmann and zur
Hausen (1980);
Schwarz et al. (1983)
Scinicariello F, Soza I,
Brasky KM and Hilliard JK
(unpublished data)
Van Ranst et al. (1991,
1992)
Kloster et al. (1988);
Ostrow et al. (1991)
Favre et al. (1990)
Ostrow et al. (1982);
Zachow et al. (1987)
Kremsdorf et al. (1982);
Delius and Hofmann (1994)
Favre et al. (1989a);
Delius and Hofmann (1994)
Forslund et al. (2003)
Heilman et al. (1980);
Egawa et al. (1993)
Müller et al. (1989)
Kremsdorf et al. (1984);
Favre et al. (1989b)
Matsukura et al. (1992)
Moreno-Lopéz et al. (1981);
Ahola et al. (1986)
Moreno-Lopéz et al. (1987);
Terai et al. (2002)
Lancaster and Sundberg (1982);
Groff and Lancaster (1985)
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Table 1
List of PVes and Vouchers (EV: Epidermodysplasia verruciformis)

Table 1
Continued

OPV-1

D3

Ovis aries (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)

Not specified

Not specified

NC_001789
(U83594)

OPV-2

D3

O. aries (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)

Not specified

Not specified

U83595

BPV-1

D4

Fibropapilloma of skin

Not specified

BPV-2

D4

Bos taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)
B. taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)

Fibropapilloma of skin

Not specified

NC_001522
(X02346)
M20219

BPV-5

E1
Z1

FPV

H1

‘‘Rice grain’’ papilloma of benign
tumor of teat
Pooled from cutaneous lesions
of muzzle and external
‘‘nares’’ of 7 yearling
ponies and 1 horse
Epithelial warts on tarsus and feet

Scotland, United Kingdom

EcPV

B. taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)
Equus caballus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Equidae, Perissodactyla)

The Netherlands

PePV

Th1

Cutaneous lesion at head

Western Africa

Benign and malignant proliferations
of adult animals
Pooled papillomas

Southern Africa
KS, United States

Pooled papillomas

KS, United States

Pooled from lesions at
underside of tongue
Papilloma of 5-month-old
female beagle
Sessile hyperkeratotic skin lesions
of Persian cat
Papillomatous skin lesions of adult

PA, United States

MnPV-1

I1

CRPV

K1

CRPVb

K1

ROPV

K2

COPV-1

L1

FdPV-1

L2

‘‘PlPV’’ (name
already occupied)
HPV-1

L, not
classified
M1

HPV-63

M2

HPV-41

N1

BPV-3

X1

Host

Fringilla coelebs (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Fringillidae, Passerida)
Psittacus erithacus timneh (Fraser, 1844)
(Psittacidae, Psittaciformes)
Mastomys coucha (Smith, 1834)
(Muridae, Rodentia)
Sylvilagus floridanus (J. A. Allen, 1890)
(Leporidae, Lagomorpha)
S. floridanus (J. A. Allen, 1890)
(Leporidae, Lagomorpha)
Oryctolagus cuniculus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Leporidae, Lagomorpha)
Canis familiaris (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Canidae, Carnivora)
Felis silvestris (Schreber, 1775)
(Felidae, Carnivora)
Procyon lotor (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Procyonidae, Carnivora)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)
B. taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)

Biopsy

Plantar wart
Pooled punctuate keratotic lesion
Disseminated facial, perianal, and
foot warts from 15-year-old girl
Hyperplasic epithelial warts

Country

IL, United States

Japan
United States

GenBank
Accession
Numbers

NC_004195
(AF457465)
NC_003748
(AF498323)
NC_004068
(AY057109)
NC_003973
(AF502599)
NC_001605
(U01834)
NC_001541
(K02708)
AJ243287
NC_002232
(AF227240)
NC_001619
(D55633)
AF377865

References
Karlis J, Delius H, Baired PJ,
Meischke HRC, Burrel CJ
and Higgins GD (unpublished
data)
Karlis J, Delius H, Baired PJ,
Meischke HRC, Higgins GD
and Burrel CJ (unpublished
data)
Lancaster and Olson (1978);
Chen et al. (1982)
Lancaster and Olson (1978);
Groff DE, Mitra R and
Lancaster WD (unpublished
data)
Campo et al. (1981);
Terai et al. (2002)
O’Banion et al. (1986);
Terai et al. (2002)
Osterhaus et al. (1977);
Terai et al. (2002)
O’Banion et al. (1992);
Tachezy et al. (2002)
Müller and Gissmann (1978);
Tan et al. (1994)
Favre et al. (1982);
Giri et al. (1985)
Salmon et al. (1997,
2000)
Christensen et al. (1996,
2000)
Isegawa et al. (1995)

Carney et al. (1990);
Terai and Burk (2002)
Toronto Zoo (Ontario, Canada) NC_007150
Rector, Van Doorslaer,
(AY763115)
et al. (2005)
Not specified
NC_001356
Favre et al. (1975),
(V01116)
Danos et al. (1982)
Japan
NC_001458
Egawa et al. (1993)
(X70828)
Not specified
NC_001354
Grimmel et al. (1988),
(X56147)
Hirt et al. (1991)
Australia
NC_004197
Pfister et al. (1979);
(AF486184)
Terai et al. (2002)
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Name

Taxonomy
(de Villiers
et al. 2004)

Name

Taxonomy
(de Villiers
et al. 2004)

BPV-4

X1

BPV-6

X1

PsPV-1

O1

HaOPV

P1

TmPV

R1

EdPV

S1

BPV-7
ChPV
CfPV-2
CPV-3

Host
B. taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)
B. taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)
Phocoena spinipinnis
(Burmeister, 1865)
(Phocoenidae, Cetacea)
Mesocricetus auratus
(Waterhouse, 1839)
(Muridae, Rodentia)
Trichechus manatus latirostris
(Harlan, 1824) (Trichechidae,
Sirenia)
Erethizon dorsatum
(Linnaeus, 1758)
(Erethizontidae, Rodentia)

Not classified B. taurus (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)
Not classified Capra hircus, (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Bovidae, Artiodactyla)
Not classified C. familiaris (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Canidae, Carnivora)
Not classified C. familiaris (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Canidae, Carnivora)

Biopsy

Country

References

Esophagus papilloma

Scotland, United Kingdom

X05817

Frond epithelial papillomas of udder

Scotland, United Kingdom

AJ620208

Genital wart

Peru

NC_003348
(AJ238373)

Lesions in lingual mucosa

Syria

E15111

Sessile papillomatous skin lesion
of female

FL, United States

NC_006563
Rector et al. (2004)
(AY609301)

Epidermal hyperplasia, with acanthosis
and orthokeratotic hyperkeratosis,
from multiple white to light brown
lobulated, raised, firm masses on
foot pads
Teat

New York Bronx Zoo, NY,
United States

NC_006951
Rector et al. (2005)
(AY684126)

Japan

Healthy skin of 7-year-old female

Belgium

Foot pad papilloma of a
Golden retriever
Skin lesions from 7-year-old Rhodesian
ridgeback with canine EV and in situ
squamous cell carcinoma
Cervicovaginal cells from a 34-year-old
woman with intraepithelial neoplasia
grade 3
Cervicovaginal cells from 30-year-old
woman with normal cytology

United States

NC_007612
(DQ217793)
NC_008032
(DQ091200)
NC_006564
(AY722648)
NC_008297
(DQ295066)

Switzerland

HPV-101

Not classified H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)

HPV-103

Not classified H. sapiens (Linnaeus, 1758)
(Hominidae, Primates)

McPV-2

Not classified M. coucha (Smith, 1834)
(Muridae, Rodentia)

Anal lesion

Southern Africa

RaPV

Not classified Rousettus egyptiacus
(E. Geoffroy, 1810)
(Pteropodidae, Chiroptera)
Not classified Tursiops truncatus
(Montagu, 1821)
(Delphinidae, Cetacea)

Basosquamous carcinoma on
the left wing membranes

Egypt

Genital Condylomata

Off SC, United States

TtPV-2

GenBank
Accession
Numbers

Costa Rica
Costa Rica

Jarrett et al. (1978);
Patel et al. (1987)
Jarrett et al. (1984);
Jackson et al. (1991)
Van Bressem MF, Cassonet P,
Rector A, Desaintes C,
van Waerebeek K, Alfaro
Shigeto J, van Ranst M and
Orth G. (forthcoming)
Iwasaki et al. (1997)

Ogawa et al.
(2004)
Van Doorslaer et al.
(2006)
Yuan et al.
(forthcoming)
Tobler et al.
(2006)

NC_008189
Chen Z, Schiffman M,
(DQ080081)
Herrero R, DeSalle R
and Burk RD. (2007)
NC_008188
Chen Z, Schiffman M,
(DQ080078)
Herrero R, DeSalle R
and Burk RD. (2007)
DQ664501
Nafz J, Ibberson M, Bravo I,
Nindl I, Stockfleth E and
Roesl F. (unpublished data)
NC_008298
Rector et al.
(DQ366842)
(2006)
NC_008184
Rehtanz et al.
(AY956402)
(2006)
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Table 1
Continued
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Table 2
Partition Homogeneity Tests (of amino acid alignments if not otherwise specified; test
rejections are indicated in bold; note that analyses including the L2 gene render
predominantly the weakest values)
All taxa, nt sequences (3rd-codon
position removed)
All taxa
Excluding HPV-16, l-PVes,
‘‘PlPV’’
a-PVes
j-, k-, l-, m-, r-PVes
k-PVes

E1–E2

E1–L2

E1–L1

E2–L2

E2–L1

L1–L2

0.020

0.001

0.001

0.013

0.010

0.001

0.735
0.563

0.001
0.005

0.162
0.482

0.004
0.017

0.304
0.312

0.009
0.121

0.644
0.802
0.950

0.280
0.444
0.824

0.383
0.636
0.859

0.197
0.025
0.773

0.270
0.381
0.868

0.271
0.086
0.338

has a significantly higher impact on final likelihood values
than model details. Therefore, RAxML implements a technically highly optimized GTR likelihood function which allows for a more exhaustive exploration of the huge tree search
space, and thus yields better results than competing ML
programs on real data (Stamatakis et al. 2005; Stamatakis
2006b). Nonetheless, the usage of rate heterogeneity has
a significant impact on final tree shapes. An estimate of
the proportion of invariant sites is not implemented in
RAxML due to statistical concerns regarding the simultaneous usage of C- and P-Invar, which are discussed in the
RAxML manual. Finally, we did not use the significantly
faster GTR þ CAT approximation of rate heterogeneity
because the alignments were relatively small with respect
of the number of taxa, and thus, we were concerned about
insufficient data for the estimation of per-site evolutionary
rates. Moreover, trees inferred under GTR þ CAT scored
on average slightly worse (1–2 log likelihood units) under
GTR þ C than trees inferred entirely under GTR þ C.
We analyzed all multigene alignments under both
plain (one set of ML substitution parameters was estimated
over the entire alignment) and mixed models (ML model
parameters were estimated separately for each gene). In order to determine the best-known ML tree for each alignment/model combination, we executed 127 tree searches
from distinct random stepwise addition sequence MP starting trees on 128 processors of the Infiniband cluster. Therefore, each central processing unit (CPU) executed one tree
inference on a distinct starting tree, whereas the 128th CPU
acted as master process for work distribution as previously
described (Stamatakis 2006b). Thereafter, we executed
1,000 nonparametric bootstraps for each alignment with
RAxML, and the bootstrap values were drawn on the
best-scoring ML-tree using the respective RAxML program
option (see RAxML manual for details). In total, we executed over 10,000 nonparametric bootstraps and over 1,270
ML searches for best-known trees.
Bayesian phylogenetic analyses were performed with
BEAST version 1.3 (Drummond et al. 2002; Drummond
and Rambaut 2003; freely distributed by the authors at
http://evolve.zoo.ox.ac.uk/beast/). For the WAG þ C aa
substitution model (Whelan and Goldman 2001) with 4 discrete C rate categories as well as for the HKY þ C nt substitution model (Hasegawa et al. 1985) with 4 discrete
categories, we used an uncorrelated relaxed clock. In such
models, the rate for each branch of the tree is drawn independently and identically from the underlying exponential

distribution (Drummond et al. 2006). Parameter values
were optimized via Markov Chain Monte Carlo methodology
after repetitive short heuristic searches (50,000 iterations
with 10,000 burn-in cycles). The unweighted pair group
method with arithmetic mean was used to construct a starting tree for the BEAST analyses, and the final topology
was estimated based on 1,000,000 iterations using 100,000
burn-in cycles and sampling every 1,000 iteration.
MP and distance-based calculations were run in
PAUP*. Trees were generated by performing heuristic
searches with tree bisection reconnection and starting trees
obtained via random taxon addition with 10 replicates (parsimony) or Neighbor-Joining (distance measure: mean
character difference), respectively. No upper limit for the
number of equally parsimonious trees was specified. In addition, we assessed the performance of the parsimony ratchet
(Nixon 1999) in order to search all most-parsimonious tree
(MPT) islands, despite the fact that the number of MPTs was
low during heuristic searches with PAUP*. We used perlRat
v.1.9a (Bininda-Emonds 2006) to generate batch files for
parsimony ratchet runs with PAUP*. Nonparametric bootstrap support was estimated based on 1,000 replicates using
the same search strategy as in the tree searches. The best-fit
substitution model for nt data was selected based on the
Akaike Information Criterion as implemented in Modeltest
3.7 (Posada and Crandall 1998) and was used for distancebased analyses (with ML settings). Gaps were treated as
missing data in all analyses.
Results
The E1–E2–L1 Open Reading Frames of PVes Are
Phylogenetically Congruent
Data on length and number of informative sites of the
aa and nt alignments (calculated with the best-fit model,
GTR þ C þ I; number of substitution types, 6; number
of distinct data patterns under this model, 4003 using the
complete data matrix in PAUP* analyses) used in this study
is provided in supplementary table S1 (Supplementary Material online). Overall, PHT values were low between gene
pairs of nt sequence data (P  0.020; table 2) but were consistently higher for aa sequence data. With respect to aa sequence data, each gene pair that included the L2 gene
yielded low PHT values (P , 0.010 taking into consideration the entire taxon sampling), whereas all other pairs rendered values above the threshold. PHT values increased,
even in analyses including the L2 gene, when PVes with
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FIG. 1.—Phylogenetic comparison of amino acid (aa: 1,293 parsimony-informative positions) and nt sequence data (nt: 2,407 parsimony-informative positions) of 53 phylogenetically representative PVes.
All available non-HPVes and 18 representative HPV types were used for analyses. Genera PV clades are indicated by Greek lettering, the supertaxa are colored blue (dþ e), ocher (jþ lþ kþ mþ r), green (cþ
pþ nþ b), and red (aþ o), respectively. Branch lengths are drawn to scale with the scale bar indicating the number of amino acid substitutions per site. Numbers on branches are bootstrap support values to
clusters on the right of them (above: criteria 5 ML/Bayesian probabilities; below: criteria 5 MP/distance; values under 50 are not shown). Bold branches indicate congruence between aa and nt; note that tree
topologies do not show significant contradictions.
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FIG. 2.—ML tree of 53 phylogenetically representative PVes as inferred from a combined E1–E2–L1 amino acid sequence analysis (1,082
parsimony-informative positions) justified by PHTs (table 2). All non-human PVes and 18 representative HPV types were used for analyses. PV genera
(de Villiers et al. 2004) are indicated by Greek lettering, upper case lettering follow an alternative E1–E2 classification of Bravo and Alonso (2007).
Higher order host taxa are abbreviated as follows: ART, Artiodactyla; CAR, Carnivora; CET, Cetacea; CHI, Chiroptera; LAG, Lagomorpha; PAS,
Passeriformes; PER, Perissodactyla; PRI, Primates; PSI, Psittaciformes; ROD, Rodentia; and SIR, Sirenia. The supertaxa are colored blue (dþ e), ocher
(jþ lþkþ mþ r), green (pþ cþ bþ n), and red (aþ o), respectively. Branch lengths are drawn to scale, with the scale bar indicating the number of
amino acid substitutions per site. Numbers on branches are bootstrap support values to clusters on the right of them (above: criteria 5 ML/Bayesian
probabilities; below: criteria 5 MP/distance; values under 50 are not shown).

well-supported, contradicting phylogenetic positions (i.e.,
HPV-16, Mupapillomaviruses [l-PVes], ‘‘PlPV’’; see below) were excluded from the analyses and when welldefined, taxonomic subsets were separately investigated
(e.g., a-, k-PVes, and the supergroup comprising Kappapapillomaviruses [j-PVes], Nupapillomaviruses [m-PVes],
Sigmapapillomaviruses [r-PVes], k-, and l-PVes). The results shown in supplementary table S2 (Supplementary Material online) support the combination of the E1–E2–L1
ORFs at the aa level for a simultaneous phylogenetic anal-

ysis, but not the combination of the L2 ORF with any other
gene. Therefore, we performed thorough phylogenetic analyses with each single gene and with the E1–E2–L1 gene
combination.
Phylogenetic Relationships in PVes Have Largely
Reliable Support
The various phylogenetic approaches explored in this
study comprising different sequence data (nt vs. aa
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FIG. 3.—Cladogram of PVes summarizing the ML results. The 3-gene analysis provides the phylogenetic backdrop (black), on which congruent
branches of the E1 (blue), E2 (ocher), L2 (red), and L1 (green) phylogenies are projected. Branches with high bootstrap support (BS .75) are dark
colored and those with lower values (BS , 75) are light colored.

sequences), different partitions (separated genes vs. combined analyses), different models (mixed models vs. plain
models), and different methodological criteria (ML, Bayesian inference, MP and distance) did not render overall congruent phylogenies. Nonetheless, the statistic support for
many internal nodes was extraordinarily high. A series
of major monophyletic assemblages could clearly be distinguished, 1) independently of whether the data was analyzed
at aa or nt level (fig. 1); 2) independently of whether the data
was analyzed simultaneously or in separate partitions (figs.
1 and 3 and Supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material
online); and 3) independently of the alternative phylogenetic methods (figs. 1–3 and Supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online).
The PV genera, including Xipapillomaviruses (nPVes), Gammapapillomaviruses (c-PVes), a-, b-, d-, j-,
k-, and l-PVes were each confidently monophyletic under
the different approaches investigated (bootstrap support
values from ML analyses, maximum likelihood bootstrap
support (MLBS); MP analyses, maximum parsimony bootstrap support (MPBS); and distance analyses, distance
bootstrap support (DBS) each . 75 and Bayesian posterior
probabilities, bayesian posterior probability (BPP) . 0.95),
with the exceptions of c-PVes that were not well supported
in the separate L2 and L1 analyses and a few other nodes in

nt and in separate E2 and L2 aa analyses (fig. 1 and Supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). Monophyly of PV clades therefore corresponded to monophyly of
some infected host taxa such as Primates (a-, b-, c-, lPVes), Artiodactyla (d-, n-PVes), Lagomorpha (j-PVes),
and Carnivora (k-PVes).
Deeper phylogenetic nodes showed similarly high
confidence values in the various analyses (MLBS, MPBS,
DBS . 75 and BPP . 0.95): d þ e-PVes (both infecting
Artiodactyla), HPV-101 þ HPV-103 (infecting Primates),
p þ McPV-2 (infecting Rodentia, only 71 MPBS in the
L1 analysis), and m þ r-PVes (infecting Primates and
Rodentia). Furthermore, the 2 groupings super-n-PVes
(including ChPV) and super-c-PVes (comprising c- and
p-PVes, BPV-7, CfPV-2, HPV-101 and HPV-103) were
well supported by the multigene analyses (figs. 1–2).
Figure 2 shows the best-scoring likelihood tree of the
combined genes E1–E2–L1 that was calculated using the
best-fit model (rtREV þ F þ C; supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online) with the statistical support values for each of the 4 phylogenetic approaches used. The
relationships between the major monophyletic assemblages
described above and the remaining PVes were not fully
resolved, but the following 7 groupings and individual viruses could be confidently stated at highest taxonomic level
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(fig. 2 and Supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material
online):
1)

2)

3)
4)

A diverse and heterogeneous clade (with respect to the
hosts) comprising the groups j, k, l, m, and r
(97 MLBS, 1.00 BPP, 82 MPBS, and 86 DBS). k-, m-,
and r-PVes clustered together (94 MLBS, 1.00 BPP,
and 72 MPBS) and were the sister group of j- and lPVes (97 MLBS, 1.00 BPP, 94 MPBS, and DBS 79).
PVes in this j þ k þ l þ m þ r-supertaxon were
isolated from Carnivora, Lagomorpha, Primates, and
Rodentia.
Another diverse and heterogeneous clade (with
respect to the hosts) comprised super-c-, super-n-,
and b-PVes (84 MLBS, 0.99 BPP, 86 MPBS, and 56
DBS), whereas the latter 2 appeared to be closely
related by moderate statistical support (59 MLBS,
0.99 BPP, 56 MPBS, and 53 DBS). PVes in this b þ
c þ p þ n-supertaxon infected Artiodactyla, Carnivora, Primates, and Rodentia.
Close relationship of the 2 PVes isolated from
Cetacea: PsPV-1 and TtPV-2 (100 MLBS, 1.00
BPP, 93 MPBS, and 100 DBS).
Close relationship between the artiodactylan d þ
e-supertaxon with the equine PV (70 MLBS and 58
DBS), and both were closely allied to CPV-3 (62
MLBS).

However, relationships between these 4 groups and 5)
a-PVes, 6) RaPV, and 7) TmPV only showed low statistical
support. a-PVes and the 2 PVes isolated from Cetacea were
closely related as inferred from the separate E1 gene analysis (a þ o-supertaxon: 87 MLBS, 1.00 BPP, 70 MPBS,
and 75 DBS; Supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online).
Some Nodes Show Well-Supported Phylogenetic
Contradiction
The comparison of the 4 separate E1-, E2-, L2-, and
L1-phylogenies identified 3 (groups of) PVes with highly
supported, contradicting phylogenetic positions under the
ML criterion (MLBS . 75; frequently supported also by
alternative methods), namely HPV-16 within a-PVes,
‘‘PlPV’’ within k-PVes, and l-PVes within the j þ k þ
l þ m þ r-supertaxon (Supplementary fig. S1 and table
S3, Supplementary Material online). In addition, a series
of nodes contradicted close relationships identified in the
3-genes ML tree (fig. 2) with high statistical support from
alternative methods (DBS, MPBS . 75 and BPP . 0.95;
see supplementary table S4 [Supplementary Material online]
for details).

Phylogenies of PVes and Their Hosts Are Partly
Incongruent
Some of the PV groups recovered were largely congruent to the corresponding taxa of the mammals they infected (see above). However, a series of PV types did not
cluster accordingly to the phylogeny of their hosts:

1. PVes infecting Primates: a-, b-, c-, l-, and m-PVes never
constituted a monophyletic group in any of our analyses,
and not even 2 of them showed a close relationship.
2. Non-human PVes infecting Primates: RhPV-1 (rhesus
monkey) and CCPV þ PCPV (chimpanzees) nested
within a-PVes and appeared independently derived
from the paraphyletic HPVes of this group.
3. PVes infecting Bovidae: OPV-1, OPV-2, BPV-1, BPV2, and BPV-5 were paraphyletic, and not monophyletic,
as their mammalian host taxon; to the contrary, OPV-1
þ OPV-2 showed a well-supported close relationship
with PVes infecting Cervidae (i.e., DPV, EEPV, RPV;
94 MLBS, 1.00 BPP, 80 MPBS, 98 DBS).
4. Other PVes infecting Artiodactyla: BPV-7 and ChPV þ
n-PVes were each only distantly related with the core
artiodactylan d þ e-PVes.
5. PVes infecting Cetartiodactyla: Cetacean PVes
(PsPV-1 þ TtPV-2) did not cluster with any of the
artiodactylan PVes, not even with the core d þ e-PVes.
6. PVes infecting Carnivora: neither CfPV-2 nor CPV-3
was closely related to the core carnivoran k-PVes, but
alternatively with HPV-101 þ HPV-103 (65 MLBS,
1.00 BPP, 65 MPBS, 94 DBS) and d þ e þ f-PVes (62
MLBS), respectively.
7. PVes infecting Rodentia: McPV-2 þ p-PVes, MnPV-1,
and TmPV did not constitute an own clade.

Discussion
The E1–E2–L1 Gene Combination is Suitable for the
Reconstruction of Papillomavirus Evolution
The importance of knowledge about the evolution of
pathogens such as PVes has been increasingly acknowledged during the last years (Bernard 2005). Information
about the PV phylogeny will effectively contribute to their
classification, which is of diagnostic and therapeutic relevance. For example, phylogenetic inference helps differentiate between PV risk groups with respect to benign or
malignant lesions (Van Ranst et al. 1992; Bible et al.
2000; Muñoz et al. 2003; Bravo and Alonso 2004, 2007;
Chen et al. 2005; Schiffman et al. 2005). Furthermore,
the development of evolutionary scenarios might reveal
currently elusive relationships between the viruses and their
microenvironment (i.e., the single infected cell) and/or
macroenvironment (i.e., the skin tissue), which are the basis
for hypotheses that can be experimentally verified.
So far, previous molecular studies have focused
on particular ORFs such as the E1–E2 genes (Bravo and
Alonso 2007), the E5 gene (Bravo and Alonso 2004),
the E6 gene (Van Ranst et al. 1995), the E7 gene (Van Ranst
et al. 1992), and the L1 gene (Chan et al. 1995; de Villiers
et al. 2004). Only few approaches have incorporated as
much genetic information as possible to investigate various
PV genes separately (Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005) and/or
particular subordinate PV groups (e.g., HPVes: Van Ranst
et al. [1995], a-PVes: Narechania et al. [2005], b-PVes:
Gottschling et al. [2007]). Thus, we present the first comprehensive analysis on the internal phylogenetic relationships of PVes in this study using the 4 large genes and
covering the currently known diversity.
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We have aimed to minimize reconstruction artifacts by
manual refinement of the alignment. The PHTs (table 2)
indicate that the E1–E2–L1 ORF combination at aa level
is well suited for simultaneous phylogenetic inference of
the entire PV sequence data set. However, the inclusion
of the L2 gene in analyses appears to be only justified when
the reconstruction of PVes at a lower taxonomic level is
addressed. Our study therefore identifies those parts of
the PV genome that can confidently be combined to minimize the degree of data-inherent perturbation for phylogenetic analyses of PVes.
Based on extraordinarily high statistical support for
many nodes, we confirm the existence of a series of PV
clades that have been previously ranked as ‘‘genera’’ based
on L1 gene analyses (de Villiers et al. 2004; Bernard et al.
2006). Our results reliably expand the knowledge about basic relationships between such groups of PVes, particularly
by identifying the supertaxa b þ c þ p þ n- and j þ k þ l þ
m þ r-PVes. This is a clear advantage with respect to the
present formal listing of more than 15 equally ranked
groups and may be of importance for future PV classification. Despite our extensive phylogenetic analyses, the precise positions of the supertaxa a þ o- and d þ e-PVes as
well as of a few isolated PVes including CPV-3, EcPV,
MnPV-1, RaPV, and TmPV remain currently unresolved.

Host-linked Evolution Alone Cannot Explain the
Molecular Trees of PVes
The apparent congruence between phylogenies of both
PVes and their mammalian hosts has initially led to the assumption that host-linked evolution is the driving force for
virus diversification (Bernard et al. 1994; Myers et al. 1994;
Chan et al. 1995; Halpern 2000; de Villiers et al. 2004;
Garcı́a-Vallvé et al. 2005; Bernard et al. 2006). Despite
their proven importance, in-depth investigations of the role
of coevolutionary interactions in phylogenetic diversification
of pathogens and host lineages are remarkably limited
(Nunn 2004). Coevolution is plausible if the phylogeny
of a group of hosts is congruent with the phylogeny of
a group of corresponding parasites, organelles, or pathogens. The presence of a-PVes on Primates, d-PVes on Artiodactyla, and k-PVes on Carnivora makes, for example,
such an assumption plausible at a first glance.
However, our results challenge the view that hostlinked evolution fully explains the molecular PV trees without alternative. Viral phylogeny is frequently incongruent
to hominid phylogeny (Purvis 1995) at a broad scale, and
molecular data for PVes also contradicts the coevolutionary
hypothesis: non-human PVes infecting Primates (RhPV-1
and CCPVþPCPV) do not have basal, but highly derived
and polyphyletic positions within a-PVes, and are closely related to different HPV types (fig. 2). Concomitantly, the numerous HPVes are not monophyletic, though this would have
been expected if strict coevolution between hominids and
PVes had occurred. This is in agreement with previous studies that showed a large diversity of non-human PVes nesting
within a- and b-PVes in a polyphyletic pattern (Chan et al.
1997; Antonsson and Hansson 2002; Gottschling et al.
2007).

Another instructive example for evolutionary incongruence between host- and PV-phylogenies is given by
the monophyly of the Bovidae (Hernández Fernández
and Vrba 2005) and the paraphyly of the corresponding
PVes from the d-group (fig. 2). Furthermore, bovine PVes
infecting the same host (Bos taurus) are found in at least 3
only distantly related lineages. This is in agreement with
a previous study that found a broad spectrum of only distantly related bovine PVes (Ogawa et al. 2004). Other cases
of incongruence between PV- and host-phylogenies comprise PVes that infect Cetartiodactyla, Rodentia, and Carnivora (see results section), for which the hypothesis of
exclusively host-linked evolution in PVes is likewise rejected by the molecular trees.
Various Putative Interferences Including Ancient
Recombination Events May Perturb the Reconstruction
of Papillomavirus Evolution
The question arises whether phylogenetic incongruence between PVes and hosts reflects the natural history
of the viruses or whether it is due to reconstruction artifacts,
as suggested for metazoan phylogeny (Baurain et al. 2006).
Long branch attraction by rate heterogeneity among different parts of the tree (Philippe et al. 2005) is frequently
discussed as a reason for phylogenetic interferences, but
may have played a minor role in our reconstructions. The
branches of the trees are largely well balanced, with the only exception of some isolated PVes showing uncertain phylogenetic positions (e.g., CPV-3, EcPV, MnPV-1, RaPV,
and TmPV). Particularly, the L2 phylogeny exhibits some
prime outliers (e.g., RaPV and TtPV-2; Supplementary fig.
S1, Supplementary Material online), and we have excluded
this gene from our simultaneous analysis based on the PHT
results. The limitation arising from gene exclusion might
become negligible in phylogenomics because it is possible
to discard more than half of the data, although still recovering highly supported and plausible trees substantially devoid of tree reconstruction artifacts (Delsuc et al. 2005;
Jeffroy et al. 2006).
Evolutionary disturbance may account for conflicting
tree topologies when different genetic regions are investigated separately (Bravo and Alonso 2004; Garcı́a-Vallvé
et al. 2005; Gottschling et al. 2007). Recently, recombination, which necessarily had to occur within single-host
cells, has been investigated more rigorously, and up to 7
such events have been reconstructed in PVes by bioinformatics approaches (Narechania et al. 2005; Varsani et al.
2006). Five of the possible recombination sites are located
in the L2 gene, which is in agreement with our PHT results.
They clearly indicate the phylogenetic incongruence between L2 and the remaining genes. The potential for evolutionary signal perturbation of L2 is underlined by the
large amount of positions that may not be homologous,
or may have been saturated by multiple substitutions,
and have therefore been removed from our analyses (only
35% of the original length after GBlocks processing;
supplementary table S1 [Supplementary Material online]).
Derived both from the relatively low number of wellsupported phylogenetic conflicts (Supplementary fig. S1
and tables S3–S4, Supplementary Material online) and
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FIG. 4.—Exemplification of 4 evolutionary mechanisms that might drive evolution of PVes, namely adaptive radiation, host-linked evolution,
recombination, and lateral gene transfer by, for example, interspecies transmission. Model PV species 1, 2, 3, and 4 and host species A, B, and C are
indicated. Note the possible absence of a corresponding PV type on host B (uppermost cladogram) due to, for example, extinction.

from the relative stability of the trees using multigene matrices, ancient recombination should be considered rather
rare events in PVes.
Knowledge about diversity is still extremely sparse,
not only but also especially for PVes, and insufficient taxon
sampling can have a major impact on phylogenetic analyses
(Jeffroy et al. 2006). Thus, the present scattered and fragmentary collection of both human and non-human PVes
might influence any reconstruction of PV evolution. The
number of complete PV genomes available is extremely biased toward human sources due to the clinical focus on the
association between HPV infections and various types of
cancer. The insufficient sampling of non-human PVes is
best illustrated by the historical distinction between
‘‘HPVes’’ and ‘‘animal PVes’’ as were they two distinct
and unrelated entities (Bernard 2005). Thus, increasing
the taxon sampling by isolating and sequencing novel PVes
from systematically selected hosts is of crucial importance.
This may shed light on viral evolution and on the interactions with their hosts by breaking the long branches that
lead to isolated viruses in the molecular trees.
Additional evolutionary phenomena at the molecular
level such as strong codon usage bias between PVes and
their hosts have been reported (Ong et al. 1997; Zhou
et al. 1999; Zhao et al. 2003; Mossadegh et al. 2004; Bravo
and Müller 2005). Codon preferences might contribute to
the weak PHT values when investigating PV sequence data
at the nt level, even under exclusion of the 3rd-codon po-

sition in our analyses. We have aimed to avoid such phylogenetic interferences by the usage of sequence data at the
aa level. However, the impact on the trees by persistence of
ancestral polymorphisms (‘‘incomplete lineage sorting’’:
Maddison [1997]; Maddison and Knowles [2006]) remains
to be determined in future studies.

Infections across Species Borders and Adaptive
Radiations May Have Additionally Contributed
to Papillomavirus Diversification
Given the assumption that the evolutionary incongruence essentially reflects the natural history of both PVes and
their hosts, alternative explanations for the PV tree topologies should be discussed. Our molecular data suggest that
PVes infect groups of organisms (lineages) rather than particular species, at least in geological times. As previously
suggested (Myers et al. 1996; Rector, Van Doorslaer, et al.
2005; Gottschling et al. 2007), lateral gene transfer by infections across species borders may be relatively frequent
within those groups of close relationship. The more the
phylogenetic distance grows between the native and the putative new hosts, the more such zoonoses will become unlikely. For closely related PVes, the main obstacle for
infection of novel hosts might usually be the absence of
physical contact, exemplified by the exceptional case
of a zookeeper who temporarily tested positive for
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a chimpanzee PV (Antonsson and Hansson 2002). Furthermore, the bovine PV-1 is able to infect horses and to produce sarcoids (Pfister et al. 1981; Otten et al. 1993;
Chambers et al. 2003), and even roughly half of the healthy
horses in contact with infected fellows carry bovine viruses
in their skin (Bogaert et al. 2005). Finally, the perpetuation
of host specificity might have particular importance in the
a þ o-supertaxon, where sexual intercourse is required for
contagion.
The increasing proximity of human and animal populations has generally led to the increase of zoonotic transmission events, but the factors causing them are still poorly
understood (Mahy and Brown 2000). Multiple invasions of
only distantly related mammals may explain the existence
of clades such as the super-c-PVes infecting humans and
domestic animals such as hamster, dog, and cattle. PV establishment on a new host has not yet been experimentally
verified (Halpern 2000; Bernard et al. 2006), but endothermy of the hosts might be one of the licenses that allows
the viruses to cross the species barrier. Furthermore, a low
immune status may facilitate invasions into comparable
ecological environments provided by putative new hosts
as shown for influenza viruses (Weiss 2003; Fislova and
Kostolansky 2005; Kaye and Pringle 2005). However,
the underlying mechanisms of host invasion have not been
seriously addressed for PVes to date. To the contrary, their
presence in humans has exclusively been regarded as old
primate inheritance (Bernard et al. 2006), without considering alternative explanations and without accounting for
the topological inconsistencies described above.
The split between CCPV þ PCPV and HPV-13 has
been considered to reflect the speciation between Pan and
Homo (Van Ranst et al. 1995; Halpern 2000), but such an
assumption ignores the derived phylogenetic position of
chimpanzee PVes within the a-PVes (Garcı́a-Vallvé et al.
2005; Bravo and Alonso 2007). A similar polyphyletic pattern of non-human PVes nested within various HPV species
has also been observed for the b-PVes (Gottschling et al.
2007). Despite the inferred importance of the evolutionary
mechanisms discussed above, adaptive radiation in a PV ancestor (e.g., by establishment of new ecological niches) followed by temporally close, host-linked evolution (Garcı́aVallvé et al. 2005; Bravo and Alonso 2007) may also explain
the present tree topologies of a- and b-PVes. Initial analyses
for the identification of PVes in the normal skin of different
animals have recovered hundreds of partial sequences from
putative novel viruses (Forslund et al. 1999; Antonsson and
Hansson 2002; Ogawa et al. 2004). These results suggest that
a puzzling diversity of PVes within the same host is the rule
rather than the exception. However, this implies that hostlinked evolution can be primarily reconstructed at shallow
(such as the L1 gene-based ‘‘species,’’ de Villiers et al.
[2004]) rather than at deeper taxonomic level (‘‘genera’’).

Conclusions
Our data shows that nt alignments harbor more sequence heterogeneity than aa alignments, and we propose
to exclusively use aa sequence data in future PV phylogenetic analyses despite the significantly larger computational

cost. Comparing the single genes in separate analyses, only
few nodes show well-supported phylogenetic contradictions. Particularly, the L2 gene appears to exhibit a high
potential of biasing phylogeny reconstructions, which is
a strong argument to use the E1–E2–L1 ORF combination
for multigene analyses. Based on well-resolved molecular
phylogenies using this gene combination, diversification
within PVes cannot be explained monocausally but rather
results from multiple evolutionary mechanisms. The relative frequencies of host-linked evolution, adaptive radiation, recombination, and lateral gene transfer (fig. 4)
must therefore be quantified and their potential for reciprocal interaction be analyzed. Each single case may typically
include components of each of those mechanisms. The most
plausible explanation may challenge traditional views
about the interactions between warm-blooded vertebrates
and their colonizing PVes. Thus, we recommend the
development and improvement of phylogenetic methods
that detect and remove those parts of the data containing
a high level of perturbing signals. Finally, the generation
of phylogenetically representative full-genome PV sequences especially from nonhuman hosts is necessary in order to
fill the numerous gaps in the current knowledge about PV
evolution.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary figures S1 and S2 and tables S1–S4 are
available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://
www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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